
WINE  COOLER  COL L ECT ION





Italy is the country with the largest and most diversified wine production in the world. 
Its climate, the varieties of grape, its geological characteristics and the lay of the land 
make the “Bel Paese” - which the Ancient Greeks called Enotria, “land of wine” - the 
ideal place to produce excellent wines.
The charm of the wine world and the importance of its preservation have inspired Smeg 
to develop a new range of wine coolers, technological design masterpieces.
Wine and food culture reflect Italy’s soul, through different landscapes, customs, 
traditions and know-how. The numerous labels and their different organoleptic qualities 
require optimal preservation, in order to maintain their characteristics and ensure that 
taste is unchanged over time. 
Optimal temperature, ideal humidity levels and attention to details are key traits of Smeg 
wine coolers, real domestic wine storage.

ITALIAN WINERIES 





Grapes reflect how much the land and its intrinsic properties are important in determining 
the wine’s characteristics. The fruit’s quality, together with the respect for tradition and a 
passion for research, create unique products throughout the world, which reflect their 
origin in their colour, scent and taste. 

WINE CULTURE   





Humidity

Protection against vibrations

Temperature

Light

The ideal range to correctly preserve and age 
different wines is generally between 8°C and 
16°C. 

Light and UV rays can alter a wines 
organoleptic structure, thus it should be stored 
in a protected environment.

Wine tasting is a sensory analysis. Whether it’s white, red, rosé, still or sparkling, wine always 
requires several ideal conditions to preserve its characteristics. The taste of a wine and its 
quality can be measured according to several chemical parameters and other purely personal 
ones. In order to better preserve these characteristics, there are some essential conditions. 
Smeg has accurately developed a solution for each one of them.

This important variable must be between 
60% and 80% to prevent wine oxidation.

Even the smallest vibrations can have a 
negative impact on wine, thus it is essential 
that bottles are stored steady.

Preservat ion





Wines s tored with the utmost  care

Electronic temperature control External controls

Smeg wine coolers feature a user-friendly touch-control 
digital display on the outside of the door glass, which allows 
access to change the temperature, humidity and light controls 
without the need to open the door, preventing changes in the 
internal temperature, reducing vibrations and reducing the 
wines exposure to UV rays.

Thanks to a high-precision electronic control system, the 
temperature can be set and kept constant, even when the 
external temperature varies, thus preserving the quality 
of the wine. The temperature of Smeg wine coolers can 
be set between 5° and 20°C, thus guaranteeing optimal 
conditions for every wine.

The new Smeg wine cellars use the latest technology to correctly store and age wine. 
The materials used have been carefully selected, in cooperation with expert sommeliers, who have helped create a range of 
excellent technical and high-quality products. 
Smeg wine cellars are entirely made in Italy, as the result of the know-how and attention to details that only an Italian company 
with a long and consolidated experience can guarantee. 

Leading technological solutions and optimized electronics help enhance the performance of Smeg wine coolers, with energy 
savings up to 10% higher compared to Class A (A+) appliances, while guaranteeing the maximum efficiency.

Available in 82cm or 45cm height, with stainless steel finish or glass finish with stainless steel or copper trims, they’re 
characterized by an elegant and refined look, which will perfectly integrate into any interior decor. 



   

VentilationActive carbon filter

A special carbon filter allows to insulate 
temperature and humidity within the wine 
cellar, facilitating the preservation of the set 
parameters. Furthermore, the filter allows the 
air quality to remain constant and unaltered, 
shielding it from external factors such as 
scents and bad smells, which could interfere 
with the coolers microclimate, and affect the 
taste of the wine.

Smeg wine coolers feature a special 
ventilation function, in order to maintain the 
ideal level of humidity in the atmosphere. 

Humidi ty

In order to preserve wine for a long time, it’s essential to maintain the correct level of humidity 
within the wine cooler. If the level of humidity is lower than 50%, the wine cooler is too dry, 
and this can cause the corks to become brittle and trigger wine oxidation. On the other hand, 
a level of humidity higher than 85% can cause the formation of mould on the labels, which can 
spread to the corks and the wine cooler itself. With a level of humidity between 60% and 80%, 
Smeg wine coolers guarantee optimal preservation of wine.



   





L ight

Solar light, and UV rays in particular, can alter the wines organoleptic structure, ruining 
its balance and flattening its scent; red wine loses its tone, while white wine takes on a 
typical yellowish colour. 

Thanks to the Smeg wine coolers Eclipse black-glass technology, the wine is perfectly 
shielded. The layered glass is a result of careful stylistic and qualitative research, it enhances 
the wine cooler: from a technological point of view it protects from the damaging light, 
and from an aesthetical point of view, it has a great visual impact and gives maximum 
transparency when the light is on and complete darkness when the light is off.

The choice of using cold LED lighting, which can be turned on from the outside without 
opening the door, maintains a constant temperature and gives perfect visibility to the 
racks.





Vibrat ion Protect ion

Even the smallest vibrations can affect wine by lifting sediments. This causes different 
components to mix, altering the balance developed during the ageing period. In order to 
protect the bottles against these damaging effects, Smeg wine coolers are equipped with 
a cooling system which keeps vibrations down to a minimum.  

The sliding Oak racks allow to easily remove the bottles from the wine cooler in a practical 
and safe way, preventing rubbing and abrupt movements.



Smeg under-counter wine coolers feature 2 independent temperature zones, which can 
be set via the external display located on the outer door glass. It’s possible to set the 
temperature necessary for red wines, still white wines and/or sparkling wines. 

Under-counter  wine coolers
2 indipendent  temperature and l ight  zones







Spacious and f lexible racks

The wine cooler features removable and sliding Oak racks, a homage to noble 
winemaking traditions. This prestigious natural wood - the same used to make barrels 
since ancient times - preserves the bottles in their natural environment.

The wine coolers internal structure comprises of one compartment in the 45cm version 
and two different compartments in the under-counter versions.

Both versions feature controls on the door, instead of within the compartment; the space is 
distributed between the racks, which, thanks to the increased distance between them, can 
house differently shaped bottles, as well as the classic Bordeaux-shaped ones: 38 bottles 
for the 82cm version and 18 bottles for the 45cm version.



Thanks to the perfectly shaped housings, the racks can store bottles with different diameters 
and heights, such as Bordeaux-type bottles, heavy champagne bottles or magnum bottles, 
without the risk of them sliding. 
45 cm cooler racks feature a horizontal shaping which allows to house taller bottles 
horizontally. 





Sommelier  drawer

A precious drawer, completely panelled in natural Oak, compliments the wine cooler. 
Two versions - with an external finish in black glass or steel – are available, each one a 
luxurious element designed to enrich the tasting experience. 

The drawer houses a sommelier tasting kit: one steel and wood corkscrew, one steel 
vacuum wine saver with two silicone corks, one Spumante wine cork, cork to pour wine, 
one drip-catcher, one sparkling wine steel and wood cork, a pair of Spumante pincers, 
one thermometer with housing, one red wine cork and one steel and wood funnel.





Smeg has always translated technological contents into a design-worthy language; 
the new wine coolers have been created with refined aesthetic codes: the Dolce Stil 
Novo range and the Classic range. The first range includes 45cm versions, finished with 
elegant black glass with either copper or stainless steel trims, and push-pull opening; and 
82cm under-counter models with an elegant Eclipse glass door and handle. 

Aesthet ical  perfect ion



Classic range, a striking sophisticated style, is finished with stainless steel and available 
in both 45cm and 82cm versions. Both aesthetic lines offer a wide range of matching 
products, combining different elements in order to achieve aesthetical perfection. 





Technical
informat ion



CVI618NX

Capacity: 18 Bordeaux bottles
Gross capacity: 52 lt
1 fixed shelf
2 sliding shaped shelves with telescopic guide rails, for bottles 
up to 10 cm diameter
Slavonia oak shelves
 
Eclipse glass door with st/steel profiles
Door Push opening
 
External touch control display
LED Display
Adjustable temperature from 5° to 20°C
Temperature Electronic Control
Active carbon filter
Door lock
Acoustic alarm when temperature falls and door is open
 
LED internal light
Anti UV ray glass door
Automatic defrost
Adjustable Ventilated Frost
 
Energy Efficiency Class: A+
EAN: 8017709218294

Available also with left hinge, CVI638NXS
EAN: 8017709222857

BUILT-IN WINE COOLER, 45 CM, 
DOLCE STIL NOVO AESTHETICS, 

ST/STEEL FINISHING



Capacity: 18 Bordeaux bottles
Gross capacity: 52 lt
1 fixed shelf
2 sliding shaped shelves with telescopic guide rails, for 
bottles up to 10 cm diameter 
Slavonia oak shelves
 
Eclipse glass door with copper profiles
Door Push opening
 
External touch control display
LED Display
Adjustable temperature from 5° to 20°C
Temperature Electronic Control
Active carbon filter
Door lock
Acoustic alarm when temperature falls and door is open
 
LED internal light
Anti UV ray glass door
Automatic defrost
Adjustable Ventilated Frost
 
Energy Efficiency Class: A+
EAN: 8017709218287

Available also with left hinge, CVI618NRS
EAN: 8017709222840

CVI618NR

BUILT-IN WINE COOLER, 45 CM, 
DOLCE STIL NOVO AESTHETICS, 

COPPER FINISHING



CVI318X

Capacity: 18 Bordeaux bottles
Gross capacity: 52 lt
1 fixed shelf
2 sliding shaped shelves with telescopic guide rails, for 
bottles up to 10 cm diameter
Slavonia oak shelves
 
Stainless steel
Eclipse glass door
Door Push opening
 
External touch control display
LED Display
Adjustable temperature from 5° to 20°C
Temperature Electronic Control
Active carbon filter
Door lock
Adjustable Ventilated Frost
Acoustic alarm when temperature falls and door is open
 
LED internal light
Anti UV ray glass door
Automatic defrost
 
Energy Efficiency Class: A+
EAN: 8017709206048

Available also with left hinge, CVI318XS
EAN: 8017709222826

BUILT-IN WINE COOLER, 45 CM, 
CLASSIC AESTHETICS



Slavonia oak wooden shelf
Wine pump + 2 silicon corks
Sparkling wines cork
Cork to pour wine
Anti-drip cork
Solid steel cork for Champagne
Champagne/ sparkling wine pincers
Corkscrew sommelier
Still wines cork
Wine thermometer with housing
Stainless steel wine funnel with wooden handle

Available in black Eclipse glass with 
copper finishing CTP613NR, EAN: 8017709228408 
st/steel finiscing CTP613NX, EAN: 8017709228392

CTP313X + KITCV

BUILT-IN SOMMELER DRAWER, 15CM, 
FINGER PROOF STAINLESS STEEL



CVI638N

BUILT-IN WINE COOLER, 82 CM, 
DOLCE STIL NOVO AESTHETICS

Capacity: 38 Bordeaux bottles
Gross capacity: 114 lt
2 fixed shelves
3 sliding shelves with telescopic guide rails, for bottles up 
to 10 cm diameter
Slavonia oak shelves
 
Eclipse glass door
 
External touch control display
LED Display
Two independent temperature and light storage zones
Temperature Electronic Control
Temperature range from 5° to 20°C
Active carbon filter
Door lock
Adjustable Ventilated Frost
Acoustic alarm when temperature falls and door is open
 
LED internal light
Anti UV ray glass door
Automatic defrost
 
Energy Efficiency Class: A+
EAN: 8017709218300

Available also with left hinge, CVI638NS
EAN: 8017709222864



CVI338X

BUILT-IN WINE COOLER, 82 CM, 
CLASSIC AESTHETICS

Capacity: 38 Bordeaux bottles
Gross capacity: 114 lt
2 fixed shelves
3 sliding shelves with telescopic guide rails, for bottles up 
to 10 cm diameter
Slavonia oak shelves
 
Finger proof stainless steel
Eclipse glass door
 
External touch control display
LED Display
Two independent temperature and light storage zones
Temperature Electronic Control
Temperature range from 5° to 20°C
Active carbon filter
Door lock
Adjustable Ventilated Frost
Acoustic alarm when temperature falls and door is open
 
LED internal light
Anti UV ray glass door
Automatic defrost
 
Energy Efficiency Class: A+
EAN: 8017709206055

Available also with left hinge, CVI338XS
EAN: 8017709222833
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